
Unit Three – History
Assessment

Name___________________________________________

1.  Which of the following is a primary source?
a: diary
b: textbook
c: biography

2.  Why did the French come to Michigan?
a: They were bored.
b: They wanted water.
c: They wanted beaver furs.

3.  What happened after the French lost control to the British?
a: They became friends.
b: The British took control of the fur trade.
c: The French moved to California.

4.  How did pioneers first travel to Michigan?.
a: wagons
b: planes
c: trains

5.  Original surveys said that Michigan land was…
a: full of fields and people.
b: already full of houses and farms.
c: not good for farming.

6.  Which of the following is a secondary source?
a: textbook
b: autobiography
c: video recording
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7.   The People of the Three Fires were…
a: The French, British, and Spanish
b: The Hopewell and Huron tribes
c: The Odawa, Ojibwa, and Potawatomi tribes

8.  A story from long ago that is passed down over time is called a…
a: movie
b: legend
c: book

9.  The people who moved furs around the Great Lakes region were…
a: voyageurs
b: Native Americans
c: missionaries 

10.  A person who studies what happens I the past is called a…
a:. economist
b: lumberjack
c: historian

11.  The first governor of Michigan was…
a: George Washington
b: Stevens T. Mason
c: William Hull

12.  In 1715, French explorers built this fort as a trading post for furs -
a: Fort Michilimackinac
b: Fort Pontchartrain 
c: Fort Detroit



13. Why did the French explorers travel to Michigan? What were they

looking for and what did they end of doing?

14.  Why did the People of the Three Fires form?.

15.  How did Native Americans modify their environment?

16.  What is the difference between a voyageur and a missionary?



17.     What steps did pioneers take in order to build their homes once    
they were in Michigan?

18.  When did Michigan become a state and what number state were 
we in the United States?

19.  Why did the British want to take Michigan from the French?

20.  Why was the Erie Canal so helpful to Michigan’s population?
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People in Europe wanted silk and spices, so the French left in 
search of China.  They ended up traveling in the Great Lakes and 
trading with the Native Americans.  They gave them pots, 
weapons, and clothing in exchange for furs to take back to 
Europe.

The Odawa, Ojibwa, and Potawatomi formed the People of the Three 
Fires as an alliance.  They agreed to help each other out whenever 
they were problems. 

The Native Americans cut down trees to make canoes, build homes, 
and to make room for planting the foods that they needed.

A voyageur was a person traveling around the Great Lakes for trading 
furs.  A missionary goes from place to place teaching people about 
their religion.



17.     What steps did pioneers take in order to build their homes once    
they were in Michigan?

18.  When did Michigan become a state and what number state were 
we in the United States?

19.  Why did the British want to take Michigan from the French?

20. Why was the Erie Canal so helpful to Michigan’s population?

When pioneers first arrived in Michigan they would either sleep in 
their wagons or build small temporary houses until they were able to 
cut down trees to build their homes.  Trees were cut down and cut in 
different ways to make the logs for the houses or to make a roof for 
their homes.  They also needed to clear land for planting their crops.

Michigan became a state on January 26, 1837 and was the 26th state 
in the United States of America.

The British wanted to take control of Michigan because they wanted 
control of the fur trade so that they could make the Native Americans 
give them more furs than the French.  They also wanted to control the
fur trade to make more money when furs were taken back to Europe.

The Erie Canal is a man-made river that connects New York with Lake 
Erie.  Many pioneers used the canal to travel to Detroit.  It was faster 
and safe to get to Detroit than going by land.


